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Rules McThemeParks 24-4-2020 
 

Our rules apply during every visit to McThemeParks or use of McThemeParks. By using these 

services you agree to our terms and conditions, our privacy policy and rules. This is your own 

responsibility whether or not to read it. 

 

1. Definitions 

1.1 A tempban is a block to enter the server for a certain period of time on the account with 

which the player entered the server. 

1.2 A ban is a block to enter the server forever. So here the player can no longer enter the 

server through the account on which he received a ban. 

1.3 During a kick, a player is thrown off the server, but can immediately return to the server. 

1.4 A warn is a warning that a player receives on his behavior, this is often the first step 

before higher steps are taken. 

1.5 A temp mute is a temporary block to being allowed to talk in the chat. It is still possible to 

execute commands via the menu. 

1.6 A mute is a block to being allowed to talk in the chat. It is still possible to execute 

commands via the menu. 

 

2. General server rules 

These rules apply to all McThemeParks servers for all players in the groups: Visitor, ClubCard 

& Media. 

2.1 An inappropriate or offensive username or skin can be subject to a (temp) ban until it has 

been adjusted.  

2.2 It is not allowed to stand still on the server for a longer period of time, the system 

monitors if you do not move for more than 10 minutes, then you will be kicked off the 

server. 

2.3 It is not allowed to abuse a bug or glitch. This can lead to a warning, kick or a tempban. 

We would like these to be reported via the contact form on our website. 

2.4 It is not allowed to enter the server with multiple accounts, this to get more benefit from 

the game. 

2.5 It is not allowed, if you have a (temp) ban somewhere, to enter the server via another 

account in order to avoid the penalty. If we found out about this, you could get a (longer) 

sentence on both accounts. 

 

3. Server chatrules 

These rules apply to all McThemeParks servers for all players from the groups: Visitor, 

ClubCard & Media. These apply to ALL server chats, including private messages.  

3.1 Swearing is the use of insulting language, such as swear words, hate messages or other 

language that is used to belittle, insult, or make others sad. This can lead to warnings, 

tempmutes & mutes forever. 

3.2 Threatening is misusing language to frighten others. This by threatening with a DDoS 

attack, physical violence or a doxx. This can lead to a temp mute or a mute forever. 

3.3 Chat trolling is abusing language that can mislead or troll others. Examples are: 

distributing messages that are fake, issuing fake codes for our webshop, messages that 

cause games to crash and other types of messages that have the same purpose. This 

can lead to warnings, tempmutes or mutes forever. 

3.4 Spamming is the repeated repetition of messages that are unwanted or unnecessary. 

What it also includes is sending random letters or symbols, asking for free ranks or other 
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items, or other kind of actions that go in between. This can lead to a warning, temp mute 

or a mute forever. 

3.5 You should not mislead people as if you were a person that you are not, examples of 

which are: impersonating a well-known YouTuber or member of the McThemeParks crew. 

This can lead to warnings, tempmutes or mutes forever. 

3.6 Scamming is an attempt to obtain personal information, such as passwords, veins or 

financial information, from another person. This can lead to a temp mute or a mute 

forever. 

3.7 It is not allowed to advertise other servers, social media accounts, YouTube or Twitch 

channels. Only users with a media rank are allowed to advertise, with the permission of a 

crew member, in the Minecraft chat. This is NOT allowed if you no longer hold the rank. 

This can lead to a warning, tempo mute or a mute forever. 

3.8 Doxing is seen as the disclosure of personal information from other players without their 

permission, often with bad intentions. This can therefore lead to a mute forever. 

3.9 It is not allowed to use the services of McThemeParks for surveys, contests, contests, 

pyramid schemes, chain letters etc. This can lead to a temp mute or a mute forever. 

3.10 It is not allowed to harass, harm, abuse, attack, stalk, make racist or ethnic comments 

to others. This can lead to a warning, tempo mute or a mute forever. 

3.11 You are not permitted to publish information that may be inappropriate, crude, 

defamatory, infringing, offensive, indecent, unlawful, illegal, pornographic, violent, hateful 

or harmful. This can lead to a tempo mute or a mute forever. 

3.12 It is not allowed to ask for ranks or items. This can lead to a warning, temp mute or a 

mute forever. 

3.13 It is not allowed to ask for plugins, this can lead to a warning, temute or mute forever  

3.14 You are not allowed to share programs that contain viruses and other harmful things. 

This can lead to a tempo mute or a mute forever. 

3.15 It is not allowed to download files that are shared by another user. 

3.16 It is not allowed to share your own personal information such as addresses, full 

names, social media, etc. This can lead to a temp mute or a mute forever. 

3.17 It is not allowed to direct people to terrorist activities. 

3.18 It is mandatory to follow directions and instructions given while using our services. 

3.19 It is not allowed to play roleplay in the chat. 

 

4. Discordrules 

These rules apply to the McThemeParks Discord server, for Discord, in addition to the rules 

described below, the rules that apply to Server chat also apply. So this applies to the players 

from the groups: Visitor, ClubCard & Media. This can lead to a kick or ban from our Discord 

server. 

4.1 It is not allowed to have inappropriate "Plays" messages in our server. 

4.2 It is not allowed to have inappropriate usernames. 

4.3 It is not allowed to tag groups / members without good reason (@ ...) 

4.4 It is not allowed to send crew members a private message without consulting a crew 

member. Ask your questions in the chats, there will be a quick response. 

4.5 It is useful to avoid controversial discussions (politics, religion, etc.). 

4.6 It is not allowed to use voice changers in voice channels if these are considered to be 

disturbing. 

4.7 No annoying behavior in voice channels (screaming, loud music, blowing in a 

microphone, etc.). 
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5. ClubCard regels 

These rules apply extra to people with a ClubCard rank, abuse of these rules can lead to 

deprivation of the rank, warning, kick, tempmute, mute, tempban or a ban forever. 

5.1 It is not allowed to leave attractions open after operating. 

5.2 It is not allowed to stand in the control booth with more than 1 ClubCard holder, but you 

can operate the attraction with 2 people if there is that possibility. 

5.3 It is not allowed to let visitors enter control booths. 

5.4 It is not allowed to take visitors to other places that are especially for ClubCard holders. 

5.5 It is not allowed to annoy other players by not operating the attraction 'normally'. So just 

let everyone sit fairly, not favor anyone, give everyone the chance to visit the attraction. 

5.6 Do not leave if you are operating an attraction, close the attraction before you leave. 

5.7 Do not hinder other ClubCard holders by, for example, instead of driving their attractions, 

entering the box earlier, etc. 


